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Abstract

The complexity of today’s chips is such that relying
solely upon external ATE resources is insufficient for scan
test. In this work, we develop the concept of dedicated
autonomous scan-based testing (DAST) by proposing a
scheme that introduces hierarchy and separates the
functionality of ATE resources into two distinctive
classes: a) test data communication, and b) test data
control and observation. To simplify the ATE for
embedded digital core testing, we propose transferring
ATE test data control/observation functions to one or
more Embedded Autonomous Sequencers (EAS) dedicated
to single or multiple embedded cores of an SoC. We
present implementation results of our DAST methodology
when applied to a number of SoC benchmarks.

1. Introduction

Scaling in the semiconductor industry has lead to
highly complex, billion-transistor chips. Design teams
are now faced with the challenge of mapping high-level
functions onto these huge numbers of transistors. An
efficient way to overcome the productivity gap is to re-
use previously designed/verified functional blocks, or
Intellectual Properties (IPs), as embedded cores in the
integrated solutions of System on a Chip (SoC) [1].
Similar productivity improvement technique needs to be
applied in the post fabrication test to keep up with
growing shorter Time-To-Market (TTM) and Time-To-
Volume (TTV) pressures [1].

A System on Chip design integrates pre-designed cores
on a single piece of silicon. Testing of core-based SoCs is

a major challenge in terms of ultra deep sub-micron
(UDSM) issues, limited accessibility of the embedded
cores, and integration/scheduling of different core’s test
programs [1].

Testing core-based SoCs has reached such a high level
of complexity that relying on external Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) is insufficient [2, 3]. Moreover, the
cost of ATE is rising as the complexity of chips increase.
The classical approach has been to make ATE bigger,
faster, more flexible, and with more memory such that
they can test any chip. In effect, today’s testers are very
specialized, complex, and expensive “super-computers”.

The lower resolution, relative to the chip frequency,
and cost of external testers need to be addressed. One
solution is to use embedded testers that take over some
functionality of off-chip ATE resources [4, 5]. It is
imperative that these embedded solutions work in
harmony with their specialized off-chip counterparts.

Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) techniques have been used
previously to mitigate the rising cost of testing [6]. In
these techniques, on-chip hardware, such as Linear
Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR), typically generate
pseudo-random test vectors. These test vectors are then
applied to the circuit-under-test (CUT) and the test results
are compared to the expected results on-chip. A go/no-go
signal can then be generated upon completion of the test.
However, a potential problem with such BIST is typically
its relatively low fault coverage compared to that of
Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG). High fault
coverage well over 97% is now the norm in industry. The
relative low fault coverage in BIST methodology can be
addressed in different ways. In one method, additional
test points are inserted in the design [6]. A better strategy,
referred to as mixed-mode BIST, uses embedded
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deterministic test vectors as well as pseudo-random
vectors. A number of techniques can be used in mixed-
mode BIST [16]: e.g., weighted random pattern
generation; store-and-generate where deterministic
patterns are compressed and stored on-chip; bit-fixing or
bit-flipping of LFSR.

Test data compression/compaction and use of on-chip
microprocessors are other techniques applied to the
problem of embedded core testing [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Their
shortcomings are in complicated scheduling, on-chip
routing, long test time, and the difficulty in testing cores
in parallel.

In this work, we develop the implementation of a
Dedicated Autonomous Scan-based Testing (DAST)
methodology for testing embedded digital cores. The
novelty in our approach is in the fact that core test
vectors, generated by ATPG, are pre-processed into a new
test-data protocol such that all the control and observation
sequence of testing is transferred from the external ATE
to a dedicated Embedded Autonomous Sequencer (EAS)
block associated with single or multiple cores on an SoC.
Thus, using DAST, a simple data transmitter can be used
in place of an external ATE. Hence, the complexity of the
test flow can be significantly reduced and rendered much
more scalable and portable between technology
generations.

In essence, we are dividing the ATE functionality into
its test data communication and test data
control/observation components and migrate the latter
away from the ATE to place it on-chip at the periphery of
the core in the EAS. The former, therefore, can be
reduced to an inexpensive unintelligent block. Since
DAST is based on the conventional scan/ATPG approach,
it does not imply any compromise in terms of test-quality
(coverage and fault models), ease of use, and broad
applicability. Moreover, as the EAS block is external to
the core, the design impact is also minimal.

Section 2 describes the idea of DAST in more detail.
Section 3 describes three different SoC test benches
created using the ITC99 Benchmarks and explains the
procedure for obtaining the experimental results. Section
4 details results for our SoC platforms and for ITC’02
SoC Benchmarks. Finally, in Section 5 we draw
conclusions and point to future work.

2. A Dedicated Autonomous Scan-based Testing
(DAST)

2.1. Concept

One of the most popular structural Design-for-Test
(DFT) techniques is scan design. Scan design increases
internal circuit node controllability and observability. To
achieve this, when the circuit is in test mode, flip-flops
are connected in long chains to form shift registers.

When in test mode, all the scan cells can be set to desired
states. In the same way, the state of the internal flip-flops
and nodes can be captured by the scan registers and
shifted out serially, thereby providing increased
observability.

By nature, scan-based testing is a repetitive function.
The steps in scan testing a core can be summarised by the
generic waveforms in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the signal labels
PI, SI, CLK, ST_PO, and ST_SO denote primary inputs
values, scan inputs values, test clock, strobe primary
outputs, and strobe scan outputs, respectively. Also, TS
represents the value of the Test Select signal.

A scan test procedure can be conceptually divided into
two functions: a) data delivery, and b) control and
observation. External ATEs perform both of these
functions. This is one of the key reasons for increasingly
expensive and complex test flows.

PI

SI

CLK

ST_PO

ST_SO

Repeat for (# Test Patterns)

TS=X TS=1 TS=1TS=0 TS=0/1TS=1

Repeat for (# Scan Cells)

Fig. 1: Generic Scan Test Waveforms.

Given today’s ample resources in terms of silicon, we
propose taking advantage of the repetitive nature of scan
testing by incorporating an Embedded Autonomous
Sequencer (EAS) dedicated to each core on an SoC. The
EAS’s function is to accept simple binary test data and to
transform it on-line to produce the specific waveforms
required for applying the scan pattern to the specific
target core. This essentially amounts to separating the
two functions of the off-chip ATE as described above and
moving the control and observation onto the chip. That
is, we replace a hierarchically flat system by one with a
slight level of hierarchy.

In the traditional methodology, the ATE is responsible
for transforming raw test vector data into relatively
complex scan sequence waveforms of Fig. 1. In our
proposed scheme, however, we introduce simple
hierarchy whereby we replace the complex ATE scan
functionality by a simple off-chip test-data compiler. As
described in Section 2.2, the compiler only needs to
marginally transform (into a new protocol) the raw test
data from ATPG, embedding the capability to generate the
complex scan sequences in the dedicated EAS blocks
associated with specific cores.
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As in the case of ATE-based testing, if desired, the
proposed methodology allows for the transformed test
vectors to be compressed either vertically or horizontally
before sending them to the EAS and then be
decompressed on-chip to reduce the amount of memory
needed in the off-chip block.

Using our DAST methodology, as far as scan testing is
concerned, it is possible to replace the ATE by an
unintelligent serial interface circuit block simply required
to transmit test data at a designated clock rate to an EAS.
As an SoC would likely include several EAS blocks, the
latter could simply be connected using different
alternative test access mechanisms (TAMs) or uniquely
addressed/communicated with according to NIMA TAM
[15]. Test results can also be collected with a signature
analyzer to further simplify the functionality of the off-
chip block. The idea is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2.

Scan In

Test Clk Scan Out

Functional Inputs

Functional outputs

SoC

Embedded
Core

Signature Analyzer
& Compare

Narrow Bandwidth Test Access Mechanism (TAM)

ATPG
Test Vector File

Data
Transmitter

EAS
Compiler

Go/No-go

Go/No-go

ST_PO / ST_SO

Embedded
Autonomous
Sequencer

(EAS)

Fig. 2: Concept of DAST.

The design flow incorporating our DAST methodology
is almost identical to a flow using conventional
scan/ATPG. Scan chains are inserted with any insertion
tool and the test vector file generated by the ATPG. Using
our EAS-Compiler, this file is subsequently compiled into
the test-data protocol of the EAS. The EAS logic is
generated in RTL VHDL or Verilog and placed on the
periphery of the core under test, and therefore is non-
intrusive to the core under test. The EAS logic only
depends on the core’s primary inputs/outputs,
number/depth of scan chains, and the specific type of
scan cells used to implement the chains, and does not
depend on the core’s functionality. The EAS also
includes bypass circuitry to allow the SoC’s functional
mode when testing is not performed.

The DAST test flow is, however, different from the
conventional external ATE-based flow. As mentioned
above, using DAST, we only require a simple data
transmitter to send the test-data onto the chip. The core
test control and waveform generation is done
automatically by the EAS. Finally, test observation can

be achieved using different techniques. Fig. 2 shows one
technique based on the use of a signature analyzer to
compact the test data on-chip. To take full advantage of
DAST, it will be advantageous, but not necessary, to send
the expected results to the EAS blocks. Thus, we are at
the moment working on the observation based on sending
the results to the EAS and will report the results in future.

2.2. Implementation

In this work, to enable the simple comparison of the
performance and cost of our DAST methodology to the
classical one, we implemented the DAST methodology
assuming a simple serial connection to the off-chip block.
We did not assume any of the more elaborate TAMs that
would normally be required in real applications, in order
not to obscure the analysis. In effect, using our
implementation and NIMA TAM, we only require two
test pins, one for sending the test data and the other for
the go/no-go signal.

if valid data is present then
while valid data then

get the op-code;
case op-code of

when Shift-PI_BSR then
while not end

shift to the primary input registers;
when Shift-SC then

while not end
shift to the scan chain;
if ready to assert the clock then

assert the clock;
when Shift-SC_BSR then

while not end
shift to the scan chain input registers;

when Assert-C lk then
assert the test clock;

end case;
end while valid data;

else wait;

Fig. 3: EAS Algorithmic State Machine (as a Pseudo-Code).

We developed a C program that takes as input the test
vectors provided by the ATPG, in our case Synopsys
Design Analyzer ATPG, and inserts three-bit op-codes to
the beginning of each section of the test program to
convert the test vectors into EAS protocol. In general,
time taken for this protocol conversion is less than one
second on Sun Blade100 machines. These op-codes are
used as simple instructions in the EAS.

The op-codes are the following:
1. Shift-PI-BSR: shift to primary input boundary

scan register;
2. Shift-SC: shift to scan chains;
3. Shift-SC-BSR: shift to scan inputs boundary

scan register;
4. Assert-Clk: assert the test clock.

Fig. 3 gives the Algorithmic State Machine (ASM) of
the EAS as a pseudo-code while Fig. 4 illustrates its
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hardware block diagram. As seen, the hardware
implementation of EAS is extremely simple and compact,
and requires minimal effort to develop for a given core.
Moreover, the modularity of the EAS design allows its
automation with minimal effort.

Shift Register
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Data In

Control In

B
S
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To PI of the Core

To SI of the Core

FF

FF

Core Test Clock, ST_PO, ST_SO

Fig. 4: EAS Hardware Block Diagram.

As shown in Fig. 4, in EAS block, the incoming data is
captured in a shift register until its FSM block can decode
the op-codes. Test data destined for the primary inputs,
PI, are then sent to the PI-BSR and appropriate
shift/capture signals are asserted by the FSM. The same
is true for data destined for the scan inputs (SI) of the
core. Upon receipt of the Assert-Clk op-code, the EAS
toggles the core’s test clock.

By using a dedicated EAS block at each core, DAST
enables At-Speed testing as long as the rate of the serial
incoming data is fast enough. Given the nature of a
unidirectional serial connection used in our
implementation, achieving high-speed data rates should
not be difficult.

3. Experimental Procedure

In this section, we describe a set of SoC benchmarks
we developed for this work, and then provide details of
the experimental procedure followed to evaluate the
effectiveness of our DAST methodology when applied to
both our benchmarks and ITC’02 SoC Benchmarks [13].

3.1. Design of SoC Benchmarks

Experimenting and validating DAST by compiling
test time data and area penalty required benchmark SoC
circuits. One requirement for our benchmarks is that
they be described in RTL code so as to be able to insert
scan chain, generate the test vectors, and implement the
complete DAST flow.

As benchmarks described in RTL for SoC studies are
essentially non-existent at this time, we generated a series
of such benchmarks from the ITC99 Benchmarks [12],
for which the RTL codes are readily available.

We created three SoC circuits using Politecnico di
Torino circuits (I99T) by changing the signal types from

bit or integer to std_logic. We refer to these as SoC1,
SoC2, and SoC3. Using Synopsys Design Analyzer, the
circuits included in each SoC were first synthesized in
TSMC’s 0.18 µm technology. Using the same tool, we
then inserted scan chain(s) in each circuit and generated
the test vector files.

Both SoC1 and SoC2 include only one embedded core,
i.e., one instance of b10 circuit. For SoC1, only one scan
chain is inserted while three chains are inserted in SoC2.
SoC3 includes four cores: one instance of b10 with a
single scan chain; one instance of b10 with three scan
chains; one instance of b15 with one scan chain; and one
instance of b15 with two scan chains. Fig. 5 illustrates
the SoC3 benchmark.

b10

PI PO

SI SO

SoC3

b10

PI PO

SI SO

b15

PI PO

SI SO

b15

PI PO

SI SO

Clk Clk

Clk Clk

Fig. 5: SoC3 Benchmark.

For each core, we developed its corresponding EAS
block in VHDL, as discussed in Section 2. The gate-level
representation of each core and its dedicated EAS RTL
code were then combined in a top module in VHDL and
these modules were used as core instances in the SoC
benchmarks. Here, we used the same clock frequency
for both the cores and their EAS blocks.

Separate test-benches were also developed in VHDL.
Using the test-benches allowed us to simulate the
application of test vectors to each core in every SoC and
determine the simulated test time. Using the simulated
scan test time results and knowing the facts that op-codes
have three bits and that, typically, for each test pattern,
five op-codes are sent to EAS block, we developed a
DAST test time model as given by Eqn. 1

)2153_ SISESIPITP(PI)(T DASTM +×++++= ( 1 )

where PI and SI are as defined in Fig. 1, TP is the total
number of test patterns, SE is the maximum number of
scan cells in the scan chain(s), and TM_DAST is the test time
for DAST in terms of clock cycles.

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, we used this model to predict
the test time performance of DAST on the ITC’02 SoC
Benchmarks whose test vector files are not available.
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Table 1: (a) Area and Power for Cores of SoC1, SoC2, SoC3, and their respective EAS; (b) Definition of Variables in Section (a)

Circuit Area (u2) Power ( uW)

b10 2952 82.22
b10_1SC 3163 237.22
EAS_b10_1SC 5456 154.60
b10 2952 82.22
b10_3SC 3163 243.53
EAS_b10_3SC 5712 163.68
b15 136181 1904.30
b15_1SC 121415 41033.90
EAS_b15_1SC 10802 310.59
b15 136181 1904.30
b15_2SC 121415 41138.00
EAS_b15_2SC 10936 315.83

b10 no Scan b10
b10 one scan chain b10_1SC
b10 three scan chains b10_3SC
b15 no scan b15
b15 with one scan chain b15_1SC
b15 with two scan chains b15_2SC
EAS for core 1 of SoC3 EAS_b10_1SC
EAS for core 2 of SoC3 EAS_b10_3SC
EAS for core 3 of SoC3 EAS_b15_1SC
EAS for core 4 of SoC3 EAS_b15_2SC

(a) (b)

In addition, to further compare DAST test time to that
of a serial connection in a conventional external ATE-
based methodology, we developed a theoretical lower
bound test-time model for the latter. This model is given
in Eqn. 2 where TS is in clock cycles.

SI)SESIPITP(PITS +×++= 2 ( 2 )

For each core of the SoC benchmarks, we synthesized
its EAS in the TSMC’s 0.18 µm technology and collected
area and power data. These data were collected using the
Area and Power Report tools of Synopsys’ Design
Analyzer.

3.2. ITC02 SoC Benchmarks

Using the parameters given for each core (module) in
the ITC’02 SoC Benchmarks, we designed an EAS for
each one (we only included cores with scan chains and for
those with multiple chain, only the ones with nearly-
balanced scan chains). These EAS blocks were
synthesized as described in Section 3.1 and their area
requirements and power consumption collected with
Design Analyzer.

Finally, using our DAST test time model we compiled
the test time requirements for each module assuming a
DAST methodology.

4. Results

Table 1(a) reports area and power for cores of SoC1,
SoC2, SoC3, and their respective EAS. The power values
are the total power in the nets and the cells. Note that the
area is reported without considering the interconnect area.
Thus, the area overhead of each core is invariant to the
scan chain number used for the core. Table 1(b) defines
the variables used in the table.

From the data in Table 1(a), it is evident that EAS area
and power increase very slowly with core complexity.
Note that b10_1SC has the lowest and b15_2SC the
highest complexity. Although the area overhead for
b10_1SC is 172%, as this core contains only about 300
gates, it clearly does not represent a real-life core. For
more realistic cores, such as b15 with about 12K gates,
the area overhead due to an EAS is less than 9%.

A closer look at the EAS components reveals that most
of the area is consumed by the boundary scan registers at
the scan and primary inputs. However, the IEEE P1500
standard [14] provides such BSRs in the core wrapper.
Hence, the effective area overhead of the EAS can be
considered while excluding such units. This is done in
the data provided in Table 2. More specifically, in Table
2 we report the area and power for each component of the
EAS and its adjusted area and power, where the adjusted
values are calculated by subtracting the area of BSRs
from the total area. In Table 2, PI_BSR, SI_BSR,
Buffer_in, and FSM refer to primary inputs BSR, scan
input BSR, buffer input, and the FSM blocks of the EAS
blocks.
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Cores of SoC3.
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Table 2: Components, Total, and Adjusted Area and Power for SoC3 Core EAS Blocks

Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW)

EAS_b10_1SC 2439 56 195 4 220 9 2671 50 5525 157 2891 97
EAS_b10_3SC 2439 56 569 13 220 9 2549 48 5777 167 2769 98
EAS_B15_1SC 7155 164 195 4 220 9 3305 60 10875 314 3525 145
EAS_b15_2SC 7155 164 382 9 220 9 3261 60 11018 319 3480 146

FSM Total EAS Adj_EAS
Circuit

PI_BSR SI_BSR Buffer_in

Table 3: EAS Area and Power for ITC’02 SoC Benchmark Modules

Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW) Area (u2) Power (uW)

u226_M7 18295 419 3769 87 220 9 3578 63 25861 765 3797 259

d695_M3 6407 147 195 4 220 9 2752 52 9574 280 2972 129
d695_M4 6781 156 756 17 220 9 3126 56 10884 314 3346 142
d695_M5 7155 164 6033 138 220 9 3553 62 16962 495 3773 192
d695_M6 11676 268 3021 69 220 9 3439 60 18356 538 3659 200
d695_M7 14510 333 3021 69 220 9 3627 63 21377 627 3846 225
d695_M8 6594 151 756 17 220 9 3118 56 10688 309 3338 140
d695_M9 6594 151 6033 138 220 9 3537 62 16384 477 3757 188
d695_M10 5265 121 6033 138 220 9 3578 62 15096 437 3797 178

p22810_M16 16018 367 195 4 220 9 2996 55 19430 576 3216 204
p22810_M27 53788 1232 195 4 220 9 3305 60 57508 1728 3525 491

p34392_M1 2813 65 195 4 220 9 3444 63 6672 185 3663 116

p93791_M12 68127 1561 8668 199 220 9 4163 71 81178 2434 4383 675
p93791_M19 101469 2326 8278 190 220 9 4269 73 114235 3524 4488 1008

Total EAS Adj_EAS
EAS Block for

PI_BSR SI_BSR Buffer_in FSM

Table 4: Simulated DAST Test Time (clock cycles) and its Test Time Model Prediction Values for Cores of SoC3

% O v e rh e a d o f % E r ro r o f
T D to T S T M D t o T D

b 1 0 _ 1 S C 1 1 3 6 1 7 5 2 2 3 0 1 3 0 5 8 3 2 .9 3 0 8 4 0 .9
b 1 0 _ 3 S C 3 1 3 6 6 5 2 2 4 5 7 3 2 2 0 3 1 .1 3 2 4 0 0 .6
b 1 5 _ 1 S C 1 3 8 7 0 4 4 9 5 5 6 2 9 2 4 9 4 3 0 0 9 0 4 2 .9 3 0 0 8 3 7 0 .0
b 1 5 _ 2 S C 2 3 8 7 0 2 2 5 5 3 7 2 8 3 5 7 4 2 9 1 6 6 6 2 .9 2 9 1 6 3 2 0 .0

C irc u it S I P I P O S E T P T S T D T M D

Fig. 6 contains plots of both EAS total and adjusted
percentage area overheads for SoC3 cores. The plots
reveal that the true area overhead for DAST methodology
is less than 3% for a realistic core of about 12K gates.

Table 3 reports the EAS block area and power for
cores (modules) of the ITC’02 SoC Benchmarks. Since
the area of these modules is unknown and not included in
the ITC’02 Benchmarks, percentage overhead area cannot
be plotted. However, it can be seen, from the Table, that
the adjusted area of the EASs remains very much
constant, suggesting a very low overhead, i.e., less than
500 2-input NAND gates, for the EAS at each core.

The test time, using DAST, for the cores of SoC1,
SoC2, and SoC3 is tabulated in Table 4. In this table TP,
SE, PI, PO, SI, and TD denote the number of test patterns,

maximum number of flip-flops in the scan chain(s),
functional input numbers, functional output numbers, and
the DAST test time (clock cycles) respectively. In the
same table, the theoretical lower bound test time for a
serial connection in a conventional external ATE-based
approach, TS, is also reported.

In Table 4, we also included the value of TM_DAST,
denoted by TMD, obtained from the DAST time model
given by Eqn. 1.

From Table 4, the overhead test time for DAST in the
case of cores with over 12K gates is less than 3% when
compared to a lower bound serial connection in a
conventional external ATE-based approach. Moreover,
our test-time model (Eqn. 1) closely follows actual
simulated test time.
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Table 5: DAST Methodology Predicted Test Time (clock cycles) for ITC’02 SoC Benchmarks Modules

% O v e r h e a d o f

T M D to T S

u 2 2 6 _ M 7 9 7 2 0 5 2 6 4 7 6 9 5 4 0 1 9 6 5 4 4 1 .2

d 6 9 5 _ M 3 3 4 1 3 2 1 7 5 7 6 0 9 8 7 3 7 1 4 .8
d 6 9 5 _ M 4 3 6 4 5 4 3 9 1 0 5 3 0 6 9 6 3 2 2 7 4 5 .1
d 6 9 5 _ M 5 3 8 3 2 4 5 3 0 4 1 1 0 1 7 0 3 1 8 1 7 1 9 7 1 1 .0
d 6 9 5 _ M 6 6 2 1 6 4 1 1 5 2 2 3 4 1 8 6 3 2 6 1 8 9 8 3 9 1 .9
d 6 9 5 _ M 7 7 7 1 6 3 4 1 5 0 9 5 6 7 9 0 7 6 9 3 3 5 2 .1
d 6 9 5 _ M 8 3 5 4 4 6 4 9 9 7 2 5 0 6 1 2 6 5 1 9 5 .8
d 6 9 5 _ M 9 3 5 3 2 5 4 3 2 0 1 2 2 1 9 9 5 2 2 1 7 8 0 .8
d 6 9 5 _ M 1 0 2 8 3 2 5 5 1 0 6 6 8 1 2 5 6 9 2 1 2 6 7 1 5 0 .8

p 2 2 8 1 0 _ M 1 6 8 5 1 1 0 9 1 1 5 8 2 3 2 5 2 4 4 8 5 .3
p 2 2 8 1 0 _ M 2 7 2 8 5 1 3 4 9 4 2 1 4 9 5 1 5 2 8 2 .2

p 3 4 3 9 2 _ M 1 1 5 1 8 0 6 9 4 2 1 0 1 7 5 7 8 5 1 7 8 9 3 8 1 .8

p 9 3 7 9 1 _ M 1 2 3 6 1 4 6 9 3 8 0 3 9 1 1 9 7 3 3 4 7 1 9 7 9 2 1 5 0 .3
p 9 3 7 9 1 _ M 1 9 5 3 8 4 4 1 0 0 4 3 7 2 1 0 1 1 5 9 7 3 8 1 1 6 2 8 9 1 0 .3

T M DT ST PC u ir c u it P OS ES IP I

Table 5 gives the estimated DAST test time based on
Eqn. 1 for the ITC’02 SoC Benchmarks modules and the
percentage overhead compared to a conventional external
ATE-based approach. The percentage overhead is plotted
in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, the overhead test time with DAST
is less than 6% in most cases. Note that in this Table, we
have not included the bi-directional pins of a module.
Instead, we counted these pins both in the primary inputs
and outputs.
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Fig. 7: % Overhead of Predicted DAST Test Time (clock
cycles) to Lower Bound ATE-based Test Time for ITC’02 SoC

Benchmarks Cores (Modules).

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Relying on external ATE resources is insufficient for the
new paradigm of billion-transistor core-based designs.
Thus, embedded testers that take over some functionality
of external ATEs are increasingly deemed essential [2].

Scan test sequence generation follows a simple
protocol. A scan test sequence generation procedure can
be viewed as constituted of two distinct parts: one of test
data delivery and the other of test data control and
observation. The test data control and observation, i.e.,
the generation of the specific scan vector sequencing
tends to require much ATE resources. Here, we proposed
a methodology that essentially ports this capability onto
the chip. This amounts to a methodology that we refer to
as Dedicated Autonomous Scan-based Testing (DAST).
The implementation of DAST requires introducing a level
of hierarchy between the ATPG and the embedded core
under test. In DAST, a simple compiling of the raw test
data is performed off-chip to append a few op-codes with
the test patterns. The data and associated op-codes are
then transferred onto the chip and interpreted by an
Embedded Autonomous Sequencer (EAS).

We developed a set of SoC benchmarks based on
ITC99 Benchmarks. We simulated the implementation of
DAST with these and the ITC’02 SoC Benchmark
modules. The results suggest an area overhead as low as
500 2-input NAND gates, or equivalent to 3% of our test
platforms. Moreover, the test time penalty when
compared to a conventional external ATE-based
methodology is typically less than 6%. In light of
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simplified external units, the impact of test time increase
in the overall test cost should be less than this value.

Overall, the advantage of DAST is that it relieves the
ATE requirements but more importantly provides a basis
for SoC testing that is scalable and portable. This is
extremely important as the integration of more complex
SoC continues with technology scaling, combined with
the shortening of TTM and TTV windows and the high
quality requirements of the SoC market. Since DAST is
based on the conventional scan/ATPG approach, it offers
the same high test-quality, ease of use, and broad
applicability, as the conventional ATE-based scan testing
methodology. However, as DAST migrates the
generation of scan test-vector sequences from ATE to an
on-chip sequencer, significant ATE complexity can be
eliminated.

Further work is ongoing for implementing a multi-bit
TAM instead of a serial connection, including IEEE
P1500 wrappers for each core, providing high frequency
data delivery and more efficient test vectors pre-
processing techniques.
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